Manifestations of intense noise stimulation on spontaneous otoacoustic emission and threshold microstructure: experiment and model.
Comparison between changes that occur simultaneously on spontaneous otoacoustic emissions (SOAEs) and on other cochlear origin phenomena can contribute to the understanding of cochlear micromechanical activity. The temporary changes that arise after short noise exposure are investigated in the following paper. The effects of noise exposure on the threshold microstructure near an SOAE and on the amplitude and frequency of the SOAE were measured. These experimental results indicate the following: (1) exposure to wideband noise for a short time causes a temporary reduction in the SOAE frequency and amplitude, and alters reversibly the threshold microstructure in the vicinity of the SOAE. The difference between the minimum and maximum in the threshold microstructure is reduced, and the frequency that yields the minimum threshold decreases; (2) the threshold at the SOAE frequency is most sensitive to noise exposure; (3) intense stimulation causes a relatively small increase, or even a decrease, in threshold at frequencies near the SOAE. The experimental results are interpreted in terms of a nonlinear transmission line model which includes nonlinear amplifiers. The effect of the noise exposure is modeled by reduction in the cochlear partition amplification term. Most of the experimental results are predicted by this model.